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Summary
Background: proximal hamstring tendinopathy
(PHT) is a disabilitating disease often causing underperformance in the athletically demanding patients. The main symptom of PHT is lower gluteal
pain especially during running or while prolonged
sitting. Mainly affecting athletically active individuals, PHT is a considerable challenge for treating
health care professionals.
Purpose: this paper aims to concisely present the
literature on PHT to guide health care professionals treating these patients and doing research on
the subject.
Methods: we reviewed the literature on PHT
through literature search of scientific journal
databases.
Conclusions: as a tendinopathic pathology, it is a
rather recently discovered exertion injury. As with
other chronic tendon overuse injuries, current
treatment strategies are unspecific with uncertain
outcomes due to the unknown etiology of the tenMuscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2015;5 (1):23-28

don degeneration. Diagnostic features as well as
both operative and non-operative treatments are
evaluated from a clinical perspective, providing up
to date information for clinicians and sports medicine therapists dealing with hamstring problems.
Level of evidence: V.
KEY WORDS: exertion injury, hamstring, tendinopathy,
treatment.

Introduction
Problems related to hamstring muscles and tendons
range from benign hamstring strain injuries to severe
total 3-tendon ruptures1. Acute hamstring injuries are
well documented in literature but chronic pains and
problems are not as well known. In this expert opinion
paper, we reviewed the literature on proximal hamstring tendinopathy (PHT) through literature search of
scientific journal databases. Despite different anatomy
there are similarities to tendinopathies of other tendons
in regards of chronicity, disabilitation and histology. In
other tendons the clinical presentation of painful
swelling impairing performance is defined as
tendinopathy and more specific diagnoses such as
tendinosis are specified after surgery and histological
investigation 2. PHT should be regarded similarly, a
clinical diagnosis which can be specified through operative and histological investigation. Diagnostic features
as well as both operative and non-operative treatments
are evaluated from a clinical perspective, providing up
to date information for clinicians and sports medicine
therapists dealing with hamstring problems. This article
submits to the ethical standards of the journal3.

Pathogenesis and predisposition factors
What we know about the pathology of PHT is limited
to few studies. Histopathological samples from proximal hamstring tendons have shown rounding of fibrocyte cell nuclei, increased amount of extracellular
matrix, disruption of normal collagen structure and
neovascularisation including observations of fatty degeneration4. The microscopical histology is the same
as the histology that defines tendinosis in other
weight bearing tendons such as the Achilles and
patellar tendons5,6. Currently many endogenous mediators induced by thermal, mechanical, vascular or
neuronal stimuli are investigated in the pursuit of the
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pathomechanisms in both tendon degeneration and
pain. These include neuropeptides, matrix metalloproteinases, inflammatory cytokines and heat shock
proteins7-9. Of the novel genetic risk factors that have
been discovered, the most notable is in the polymorphisms of the COL5A1 gene that involves the production of collagen type V10. Repetitive stress seems to
correlate strongly with the development of PHT, as
only a few non-athletes have been reported in the literature 4,11. However, by experience of the authors
and Saikku et al., a non-athletic group of patients that
are generally mid-aged is also recognized, usually
with predisposing occupational strains by squatting,
bending over or other functions involving repetitive
hip flexion12.
In general, the prevalence of tendinopathy seems to
increase with age, but patients treated surgically for
PHT are often relatively young, physically active individuals4,13. A distinction between cumulative physical
stress and age related degeneration of tendons is not
established. It was, however demonstrated in a study
by Ruzzini et al., that tendon stem cells isolated from
older hamstring tendons had weaker potential in regards of clonogenicity, adipose and osteogenic inductability but better chondroid inductability, suggesting a possible biological basis for age-related differences14. The remaining knowledge about the etiology
of PHT is that of patellar and Achilles tendinopathy
given that tissue metabolism is comparable. Additionally, non-weight bearing tendons that feature the
same pathologic histology in chronic pain syndromes
are those of the rotator cuff, as well as the tendons in
medial and lateral epicondylitis 15. Several extrinsic
and intrinsic risk factors for chronic tendinopathy
have been proposed, frequently based on a paper by
Kannus16. Because sports activities appear similar in
both PHT and other tendinopathies, some of these
could certainly be adopted for PHT, but there is weak,
if any, science to back these risk factors4,17,18. Based
on the reports on PHT, men are predominantly affected, main sports include track and field events and
soccer and physically active patients are aged under
their 40s4,11,19-24.

The objective of imaging is to confirm the presence of
hamstring tendon pathology and to assess the extent
of the injury. The imaging tests can help to identify
which patients may benefit from surgical treatment,
and they also may provide estimations for the probable
length of the recovery26. Magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) and ultrasonography (US) are the methods of
choice for the visualization of the hamstring tendon
complex27. Familiarity with the normal anatomy is the
key in recognizing tendon abnormalities with both
imaging modalities. Ultrasound is a readily available
and cost-effective imaging technique that allows dynamic evaluation for hamstring tendons with resolution
that might equal or even surpass MRI, but its usefulness depends of the experience of the operator.
The advantage of MRI is better soft tissue contrast. It
is more sensitive than US in detecting tendinopathy
and peritendinous edema of the proximal hamstring
tendons23. MRI is more likely to be beneficial in those
patients whose US examinations are abnormal. The
findings of PHT on MR images are: increased signal
intensity on T1- and T2-weighted images, thickening
of the tendons, peritendinous edema and bone marrow edema like changes in the ischial tuberosity.
However, a recent study showed that signal changes
on T1- and T2-weighted images are a common finding in asymptomatic patients28. Peritendinous edema
with a distal feathery pattern is more reliable sign of
tendinopathy. Changes that mimic bone marrow edema and thickening of tendons are also more often
seen in symptomatic than asymptomatic patients.
However, all these changes can also be seen in
asymptomatic tendons, and therefore, a close correlation between imaging and the clinical findings is
paramount. Typical MRI findings of PHT can be seen
in Figures 1A-C.

Clinical presentation

Conservative treatment

A thorough history and examination play a key role in
the diagnosis of PHT. The main symptom of PHT is
pain in the lower gluteal region, sometimes radiating
along the hamstrings to the posterior thigh 4,25. The
pain mainly manifests during running at a faster pace
or while sitting for a prolonged time. Typically, the
pain appears without any sudden trauma and gradually becomes worse. However, sometimes patients also report history of repetitive hamstring injuries. In
general, continued training and stretching of the hamstrings make the situation gradually worse.
On clinical examination, there is often palpable tenderness and pain over the ischial tuberosity against resisted knee flexion. Furthermore, active stretching of the
hamstrings recreates the pain at the site of the ischial

A common consensus on the best conservative management of PHT is still lacking due to the low scientific
evidence on effectiveness with interventions being used.
However according to the conceptual model of inter-relationship between the multiple factors involved in hamstring pathology a multimodal approach is favorable1,29.
Notably for PHT only little clinical literature regarding
best conservative management other than general
tendinopathy recommendations exist. Due to special
anatomical features of the proximal hamstring complex
such as deep localization with often thick soft tissue
coverage as well as sciatic nerve’s close relation, general recommendations for treatment of tendinopathy have
to be questioned in terms of effectiveness and safety on
a scientific base before being transferred to PHT.
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tuberosity as well. Typically, peripheral neurological
tests and ENMG studies are normal and no strength deficiencies are noted in knee flexion or in hip extension.

Imaging
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Figure 1 A-C. MR images of a 24-year-old long-distance runner with the chronic PHT on the right side. (A) Axial STIR image
(TR=3080ms, TE=60ms) shows peritendinous edema (arrow head) and bone marrow edema-like changes (asterisk). (B)
Axial T1-weighted FSE image (TR=525ms, TE=20ms) shows intratendinous signal changes and thickening of the hamstring
tendons (arrow head). (C) Coronal T2-weighted fat suppressed FSE image (TR=3675ms, TE=40ms) shows peritendinous
(arrow heads) and bone marrow edema-like changes (asterisk).

Traditional treatment methods for PHT are by the majority comparable to those of other tendinopathies: they
include relative rest and ice for symptoms relief in the
initial phase, reduction or pause of sports activity, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), soft tissue
mobilization, physiotherapy and continuous home exercise program focusing on progressive eccentric hamstring strengthening and core stabilization30. The time
to full recovery is normally between 1-3 months. In uncomplicated cases mostly good results have been
demonstrated with full return to pre-injury sports level
and great subjective outcomes, however minimal pain
or discomfort may persist a few weeks longer25.
Eccentric exercise programs with musculotendinous
junction strengthening and promotion of intratendinous
collagen fiber cross-linkage to enable remodeling and
flexibility improvement have demonstrated their potential
in treating tendinopathy24,31,32. Several additional physical therapies have been described in the treatment of
PHT including soft tissue mobilization, lumbopelvic stabilization exercises, trigger point dry needling and electrical muscle stimulation combined with US24,33,34.
Proprioceptive training was shown to be beneficial for
neuromuscular control as summarized by White24. Tendon stem cells are suspected to play a major pathogenic role also in PHT35. Low mechanical stretching has
been shown to promote stem cell differentiation in tenocytes to possibly maintain tendon homeostasis35. In
contrast large mechanical load stretching may have adverse effects, causing tendon degeneration in form of
tissue calcification, lipid accumulation and mucoid formation through unfavorable stem cell differentiation into
non-tenocyte osteogenic, lipogenic and chondrogenic
lineages35. According to our experience stretching of
hamstrings complex often worsens the pain in PHT30.
However in up to 20% of patients symptoms can endure > 6 months with failing response to conservative
treatment36,37. Predominantly as option for recalcitrant
disease refractory to conventional treatment novel
therapeutic approaches are recognized including
shockwave (SWT) and ultrasound (US) therapy, ultrasound-guided corticosteroid injection and Platelet rich
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2015;5 (1):23-28

plasma (PRP) injection19,23-25,38,39. When compared to
a combined NSAID, physiotherapy and a hamstring
specific exercise program, SWT had significantly better results with a mean follow-up of 10.7 months19.
US-guided corticosteroid injection of the tendon
sheath is used by some authors in PHT25. However
detrimental effects as slowed long-term tissue healing
caused by inhibition of collagen linkage, incomplete
healing and recurrent injury have been reported40-42.
Additionally symptoms often recur after initial good
short-term results30. In two reports with peritendinous
administration of corticosteroids in PHT no complications were reported, with symptom resolution for 39%
of the patients at a mean follow-up of 24.8 months in
the other study and symptom relief for 24% of the patients at 6 months, in the other23,43.
PRP as a novel biological approach has been highlighted on a limited evidence to have therapeutic potential
for several tendinopathies and operative (musculo)tendinous reconstructions. However robust clinical trials are
needed to prove efficacy and safety44,45. Two studies
have described the use of PRP in PHT with beneficial
effects, however lacking in method quality and therefore
unclarifying the clinical significance38,39.

Surgical treatment
Making the decision of surgical treatment in PHT can
be difficult. It seems that the basic pathology in PHT is
tendinosis of the proximal hamstring tendons especially of the semimembranosus (SM). However, sciatic
nerve’s close relation to the proximal hamstring tendons has to be taken also into consideration4,11,12,46,47.
Surgical and MRI findings have shown that adhesions
between the sciatic nerve and proximal hamstring tendons may occasionally be present and also in some
cases thickened and swollen proximal hamstring tendons can even cause direct compression to the sciatic
nerve 4,11,46,48. The sciatic nerve may be maximally
tautened and impinged during the forward swing
phase of running because of swollen tendons and ad-
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hesions46. This irritation of sciatic nerve may aggravate the pain caused by hamstring tendinosis
alone4,11.
According to author’s own experience chronic PHT
can be quite resistant to conservative treatment.
However, response for surgical treatment in PHT
seems to be mainly good with low complication
rate4,11,12,46. According to study by Lempainen et al.,
80 of 90 patients were able to return to the same level of sporting activity as before the onset of the symptoms after surgery 4 .This took an average of five
months (range, 2-12). Similar results have also been
reported after surgery in non-athletic patients with
chronic PHT symptoms12.
The surgical intervention is to some extent analogous
to the partial adductor tenotomy done for tendinopathy, implicating a proposed stress shield theory including redistribution of tendon load or simply denervation of nosiseptic nerve-endings49,50.

Surgical technique and rehabilitation
In surgery, the patient is placed in a prone position. The
ischial tuberosity is exposed either via a transverse
gluteal crease incision or via a longitudinal posterior incision by retracting superiorly the inferior border of the
gluteus maximus muscle. The proximal attachment sites
of the hamstring muscles are identified and a transverse
tenotomy is done to the thickened semimembranosus
tendon 3-4 cm distal to its origin. The biceps femoris
and semitendinosus muscles are normally left intact. A
small cleavage is also done to lateral edge BF tendon if
it looks swollen and edematous. The partially tenotomized semimembranosus tendon is then sutured securelily to the biceps femoris tendon to prevent excessive retraction. After tenotomy the sciatic nerve is explored and freed from adhesions if necessary. The procedure is presented in schematic drawings (Figs. 2-4) of
the right proximal hamstring muscle insertion.
After surgery the patient is allowed to begin full weight
bearing gradually during the first 2 postoperative
weeks. All kind of stretching and pressure to the hamstrings are avoided first three to four weeks. Light
swimming and aqua training are allowed 2-3 weeks
after surgery. Bicycling with gradually increasing time
and intensity is begun after 4 weeks. Running and
heavier weight training are typically allowed 2 months
after the operation.

Figure 2. A schematic drawing of the right hamstring muscle anatomy. The semimembranosus tendon (SM) is related anteriorly to the biceps femoris muscle (BF). The sciatic
nerve (SN) curves lateral side of the ischial tuberosity (IT).
The semitendinosus muscle (ST) is medial to the BF. In
this figure the lateral edge of the BF is pulled medially to
expose the thickened and edematous SM tendon.

Conclusion
According to our experience, treating PHT represents
an exceptional challenge. Management is often casebased and athlete-specific with adequate balance of
the multimodal traditional treatment methods, supported by novel approaches in recalcitrant diseases refractory to conventional treatment. Also motivation
and compliance of the patient to daily self-therapy and
adequate modification or pause of sporting activity is
of great importance. In cases where patients show no
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Figure 3. Tenotomy is performed to the lateral side of the
SM tendon and the sciatic nerve gently explored.
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2015;5 (1):23-28
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Figure 4. The distal head of the tenotomized SM tendon
sutured to the BF tendon.

improvement despite good compliance to sufficient
conservative treatment (usually 6 months in exertion
injuries), surgical intervention can be considered due
to successful reports of surgical treatment4,22. When
choosing a suitable treatment method, it should also
be remembered that PHT can be a career ending disorder for a top-level athlete. The etiology of PHT is
still unclear, and it might be the same as in e.g.
Achilles and patellar tendinopathy. Pathophysiological
comparisons to other tendons should be made with
caution due to different anatomy and strains. Uncertainty remains as to which external and internal attributes relate to tendinopathy.
Considering future research projects of PHT, a rating
system including evaluation of histological degree of
tendinosis combined with clinical and MRI findings
should be developed, aiding clinical decision making.
This would mean international clinical collaboration
for attaining sufficiently powered studies.
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The author reports no conflicts of interest in this work.
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